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REAL HYPERSURFACES OF TYPE A
IN A COMPLEX SPACE FORM 

IN TERMS OF RICCI TENSORS

Yong-Soo Pyo and Seung-Kook Lee

§1. Introduction.

A complex n-dimensional Kahler manifold of constant holomorphic 
sectional curvature c is called a complex space form^ which is denoted by 
Afn(c). A complete and simply connected complex space form consists 
of a complex projective space a complex Euclidean space Cn or 
a complex hyperbolic space 瓦G according as c > 0, c = 0 or c < 0.

In his study of real hypersurfaces of Takagi [이 classified all 
homogeieous real hypersurfaces and Cecil and Ryan [3] showed also 
that they are realized as the tubes of constant radius over Kahler sub
manifolds if the structure vector field 七 is principal. Real hypersurfaces 
of HnC have also investigated by Berndt [2], Montiel [5], Montiel and 
Romero [6] and so on, and Berndt [2] classified all homogeneous real 
hypersurfaces of HnC and showed that they are realized as the tubes of 
constant radium over certain submanifolds. According to Takagi?s clas
sification theorem and Berndt 5s one, the principal curvatures and their 
multiplicities of homogeneous real hypersurfaces of Mn(c) are given.

Now, let M be a real hypersurface of Mn(c),c + 0. Then M has 
an almost contact metric structure (0, & z/, g) induced from the Kahler 
metric and the almost complex structure of Mn(c). We denote by A 
the shape operator in the direction of the unit normal on M. Then 
Okumura [7] and Montiel and Romero [6] proved the following

THEOREM A. Let M be a real hypersurface of PnC,n M 2. If it 
satisfies

(1.1) A(f> —(l>A — 0,
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then M is locally a tube of radius r over one of the following Kahler 
submanifolds:

(Ai) a hyperplane Pn-iC? where 0 < r < %/2?
(&) a totally geodesic PkC (1 n — 2), where 0 < r < 찌2.

THEOREM B. Let M be a real hypersurfa.ee of ITnC,n 化 2. If it 
satisfies (1-1), then M is locally one of the following hypersurfaces:

(Ao) a horosphere in HnC, i.e., a Montiel tube,
(Al) a tube of a totally geodesic hyperplane 瓦-

(4z) a tube of a totally geodesic HkC (1 fc n — 2).

Such real hypersurfaces in Theorems A and B axe said to be of type 
A. Let 2o be a distribution defined by the subspace Tq(x) = {u € 
TXM : g("M(찌) = 0} of the tangent space TXM of M at any point 
x, which is called the holomorphic distribution. The second funda
mental form is said to be yj-parallel if the shape operator A satisfies 
^(▽x4(¥), Z) = 0 for any vector fields X)Y and Z in Tb? where 
denotes the covariant derivative of the shape operator A with respect 
to X. Then the following is recently proved by Ahn, Lee and Suh [1].

THEOREM C. Let M be a real hypersurface of Mn(c), c 0, n 
3. Assume that the structure vector Geld g is not principal. Then it 
satisfies

(1.2) g((4© — ©4)X,Y) = 아

for any vector fields X and Y in Tq and the second fundamental form 
is rj-parallel if and only if M is locally a ruled real hypersurface.

On the other ha표d, Kimura and Maeda [4] and Suh [8] classified real 
hypersurfaces in Mn(c), c 0,n 2 which satisfy the conditions that
g is principal and the Ricci tensor is ^/-parallel.

The purpose of this article is to characterize real hypersurfaces of 
type A in Mn(c)y c 尹 0 for the Ricci tensor in spite of the shape operator 
and to prove the following

Theorem. Let M be a real hypersur£ace of Mn(c), c 7^ 0,n 2.
If it satisfes (1.2) and if the Ricci tensor S is 7/-paraZZeZ, then M is of 
type A.

hypersurfa.ee
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§2. Preliminaries
First of all, we recall fundamental properties of real hypersurfaces 

of a complex space form. Let Af be a real hypersurface of a complex 
n-dimensional complex space form (Mn(c),g) of constant holomorphic 
sectional curvature c, and let C be a unit normal vector field on a 
neighborhood in M. We denote by J the almost complex structure of 
Mn(c). For a local vector field X on the neighborhood in. M, the images 
of X and C under the linear transformation J can be represented as

JX =($X + ?7(X)G JC = 一&

where(f> defines a skew-symmetric transformation on the tangent bun
dle TM of M, while r] and f denote a 1-fbrm and a vector field on the 
neighborhood in M, respectively. Then it is seen that g(&X) =
where g denotes the Riemannian metric tensor on M induced from 
the metric tensor g on Mn(c). The set of tensors (饱 is called 
an almost contact metric structure on M. They satisfy the following 
propertie 아:

^>2 — -I + T]®C,妓=0, 応)=1, 
where I denotes the identity transformation. Furthermore, the covari
ant derivatives of the structure tensors are given by

(2.1) VxC = GAX, 7xMY) = rj(Y)AX 一 g(AX, ¥)f

for any vector fields X and Y on Af, where ▽ is the Riemaimia교 con
nection on M and A denotes the shape operator of M in the direction 
of C.

Since the ambient space is of constant holomorphic sectional curva
ture c, the equations of Gauss and Codazzi are respectively obtained

顼X, Y)Z = j{g(Y,Z)X - g(X,Z)Y

(2.2) + 心Y, Z泌X - g@X, Z^Y - 2g蚀X, Y^Z} 
+g(AY, Z)AX - g(AX, Z)AY,

(2.3) VxA(F) — VyA(X)=訐70)仃 一 rj(Y)<f>X 一 为济瓦旳。， 
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where R denotes the Riemannian curvature tensor of M and 
denotes the covariant derivative of the shape operator A with respect 
to X.

Now, we here calculate the covariant derivative of the Ricci tensor 
S・ Since the Ricci tens。호 S is given by

S = ^{(2n + 1)1 —跚 ® £} + hA — A2

for the identity transformation I and the trace h of A,

3
▽xS(Y) = --cg^AX.Y^ + dh^AY

+ h^xA(Y) 一 VXA(AF) 一 AVXA(Y),

from which it turns out to be

g(\7xSQ，), Z) =dh(X)g(AY, Z) + hg(yxA(Y), Z) 
(.) - g^xA(Y\ AZ) - g(yxA(Z), AY)

for any vector fields X, Y and Z in Tq.

The Ricci tensor S is said to be T}-parallel if it satisfies g(VxS(Y\ Z) 
=0 for any vector fields X^Y and Z in Tq. It follows that if $ is 
principal and if the second fundamental form is yy-parallel, then S is 
also 77-paxallel by (2.4). (See [4] and (8].)
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§3. Proof of Theorem.
Let M be a real hypersurface of Mn(c),c ^4 0,n 2 and assume

that the Ricci tensor S is ?/-paralleL Namely, we assume that

(3.1) g(VxS(Y),Z) = 0, X,KZ C To.

Suppose that the structure vector field f is not principal. We put 
+ 0U、where 17 is a unit vector field in the holomorphic 

distribution To, and a and (3 are smooth functions on M, Then it 
means that the function g does not vanish identically on M, We denote 
by Mq the non-empty open subset of M consisting of points x at which 
5(花)+ 0. Hereafter unless otherwise stated, we shall discuss on the 
subset Mq of M. We he호e assume the following condition:

(1.2) g(Q0 一 04)瓦 Y) = 0, X,YeT0.

By the above assumption, it turns out to be

(3.2) = -阮0坤)& XgTo.

Making use of this property, we have
g(& A( Y),4修)+ ”7x4(0 旳,AZ)

(3.3) =g(Vx，4(Y),")-尙(Z,仰)戒、〔次厶(丫), f)
+ g(VxA((AZ)°),钥)+ 臥Z, U)g(yxA(^,诉)

for any vector fields X, Y and Z in To, where (AZ)o demotes the Tq- 
component of AZ, Furthermore, by the form= o応 + &U)we get

g(VxA(Y\ 必)+ g(Vx4(Z), *)
(3.4) =p{g(Y, U)g(AX, Z) + g(Z, U)g(AX, Y)

-9(匕心0AX, Z)-戒Z,村)g0AX, Y)}

for any vector fields X^Y and Z in Tq. Hence the equation (3.3) is 
reformed as
(3.5)

g(VxA(Y),A^Z) + g(yxA^Y\AZ)
=0{g(Y, U)g(AX, AZ) + g(AZ, U)g(AX,旳
-g(匕何)g(01X, AZ) - g(AZ,<l>U)g^AX,Y)

-俨g(X, U)g(Y, U)g(Z, U) + g(Z, U)g(yxA(<l>Y), Q
-g(Z,用)”7xA(Y)M)}.
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On the other hand, we have by (L2) and (2.4)

g@xS0),猝)+ gWxS(Z),杠、) 
^h{g(yxA(Y), ©Z) + ff(VxA(Z), ©Y)} 
-XVxA(r),A^) - g(yxA^Y\AZ) 
-g(Vx厶(Z), 4©丫) - g(yxA(^Z),AY).

for any vector fields X, Y and Z in 2o. From (3.4), (3.5) and the 
above equation, we obtain

g(VxSW)MZ) + 9(VxS(Z),猝)

=P[h{g(Y, U)g(AX, Z) + g(Z, U)ff(AX, Y)
-ff(y,村)心AX, Z) - g(Z, <bU)g(&AX, Y)} 

U)g(AX, AZ) - g(AZ, U)g(AX, Y) 
+g(Y, 妙)g(奶X, AZ) + g(AZ, 和、力서〉AX, Y) 

(3'6) -9(Z, U)g(、AX, AY) - g(4匕 U)g(AX, Z)

+g(Z,侦J'応AX、AY) + g(AY, </>U)g^AX, Z) 
-戒匕 U)g(NxAg £) - g(Z, U}g^xA^Y\ Q 
+g(Y, 8U)g(Vx A(z), 0 + g(Z,风以7(0x A(Y), £) 
+卵2戒瓦 U)g(Y, U)g(Z, U)]

for any vector fields X, Y and Z in To-

Next, taking account of (1.2) and the first equation of (2.1), we have 

g(yxA(Y\ C) = ag(0AX, Y) - g@AX, AY)
(J + 必(X)g(匕 U) + 0g(NxU, Y),

and hence, by the property of the structure tensor(/), we get also 

'(▽x40Y), e) ^ag(AX, Y) - g(AX, AY) + 俨g(X, U)g(Y, U) 
-即(X)g(Y, m + Pg(yxU,代)

for any vector fields X and F in 7(). By substituting the above two 
equations into (3.6) and by the assumption (3.1), it follows that the 
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shape operator A satisfies

(h - a){g(匕 U)g(AX, Z) + g(Z, U)g(AX, Y)
-g(匕 何)g0AX, Z) - ff(Z,机J、)g0AJ Y)} 

一犯4匕 U)g(AX, Z) 一 g(AZ, U)g(AX, Y)
+g(4匕柯)g@AX、Z) + g(AZ,畛此况 Y)

{ ,) +2d/3(X){g(K U)g(Z, </>U) + g(Z, U)g(Y,奶)}

一0{g(匕 U、応xU,修)+ g(Z, U、)g0xS </>Y)
一 g(匕臥JWNxU、Z) 一 g(ZM/)g3xS Y)} 

=0

for any vector fields X)Y and Z in Tq.
If n=2, then we can put

如=伐 + "J + A 柯= 6U + e(f>U,

where 7,5 and e are smooth functions on Mq. Since A(/>U =(l)AU by
(3.2),  we get

(3.9) 5 = 0, 7 = e.

Next, we suppose that n M 3 and let T\ a distribution defined 
by 난le subspace 7i(x) = {u G 7o(x) : g(s "”(£)) = g(%,U(x)) = 0} 
of the tangent space TXM at x. Taking X in & and Y = Z in Ti in 
(3.8), we have

gJ4匕 UMAX, Y) — g(4匕柯)g(°AX、Y) = 0.

Accordingly we get

(3.10) g(AY, U)AY + g(AY,柯)A'Y = 0, K GTi,

where we have used that g(AY^) = 0 and gQ4妙KQ = 0. Since 
A($U =(/)AUy g(AU,(/>U) = 0 and hence the vector field AU can be 
decomposed into

(3.11) 4U =從+ tU +疽"，
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where Ui is a unit vector field in Ti, and 7 and 81 are both smooth 
functions on Mq . Let Mi be the subset of Mq consisting of points x 
at which 6r(x)尹 0. Suppose that Mi is not empty. By the fbrins 
AU^/3C + 1U + 86 and A(/>U =we have by (3.10)

g(匕 U^AY + g(匕心A©Y = 0, K G

on Mi, which means that it satisfies AUi = 0 and hence $' = 0 by
(3.11),  a contradiction. Thus we get

8' = 0.

According to (3.9) and the above equation, we have

[曳=心网，

< AU = /3C + yU, 
[A<t>U =洲U.

Hence we get by (3.8)

(h-a-7){g(匕 U)g(AX, Z) + g(Z, U)g(AX, Y)
-g(Y,村)咐AX, Z) - g(Z,柯)g@AX, Y)}

+2#(X){g(匕 U)g(Z,臥J) + g(Z, U)g(Y,妙)}
() T{g(匕 U)g(NxU,修)+ g(Z, U)g(yxU,猝)

-g(Y,柯)g0xU, Z) - g(Z,和)g(NxU, Y)} 
=0

for any vector fields X)Y and Z in 7q. Putting y = Z = Z7 in this 
equation, we have

阮(N xUfU) = i(h — a - <)g(XR\ XeTQ.

Again, putting Y U and Z = </>U in (3.12), we get

(3.13) d队X)= 一伸-a-丁)g(X,和\ X £ 处.
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In the case where Y = U and Z in Tq in (3.12), the above two equations 
give us

阮(NxS ©Z、) = (h — a —，y){g(AX, Z) 一 ”(X, ©U)g(Z,

for any vector fields X and Z in Tq. Hence we obtain

(3.14) 阳 xU = 所 g(X, 畛& + (h-a-分棟 AX + 7g(X, 妙)1가

for any vector field X in Tq. Substituting (3.13) and (3.14) into (3.7), 
we get

g(yxA(Y).Q = 0 —仆WAX〉%) — g(&力4X, V), gT0.

Accordingly we obtain by (2.3)

(3.15) g(V&4(X),Y) = Q—g)g04X, Y)—g(404X, Y)+jg(©X,Y)

for any vector fields X and Y in Tq. Putting X = U and Y = 柯 in 
this equation, we get

俨 _ 伸 _ 2y) _ j = 0,

where we have used that g(V〈4(U), ,U)=俨.Again, putting X = ©U 
and V = U in (3.15), we have

俨 + - 2了)+ j =

Combining the above two equations, we get 0 = 0, a cont호adictiom 
Accordingly f is principal and hence A© 一(/)A = 0 by (1.2). This 
completes the proof by Theorems A and B.

REMARK. If Af is a real hypersurface of type A in Mn(c),c 丰 
0,n 2, then it satisfies A© 一(f)A = 0 and S is ,paralleL(See [4] and
[8].) Accordingly the converse of Theorem holds.
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